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In which part of the jail are energy criminals kept?

Fuel Cell!
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How did Benjamin Franklin feel when he discovered electricity?

He was Shocked!!
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Why did the foolish gardener plant a light bulb?

He wanted to grow a power plant
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Pig!!...

Fun & some Pun In Gas Industry…Fun & some Pun In Gas Industry…Fun & some Pun In Gas Industry…Fun & some Pun In Gas Industry…
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A "pig" is a scraping tool that is sent through a pipeline to clean it out. 

"Smart pigs" have sensors that can detect cracks or corrosion in the 

pipeline, helping to prevent leaks.
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Christmas Tree!!...
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A Christmas tree is a set of valves, pipes, and fittings used to control the 

flow of oil and gas as it leaves a well and enters a pipeline
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Dog House!!...
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A "doghouse" is a small house located on the floor of an oil or gas 

rig that is usually used as an office or storage area
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Knowledge CaféKnowledge CaféKnowledge CaféKnowledge Café
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What attracted you to the Gas Industry??What attracted you to the Gas Industry??What attracted you to the Gas Industry??What attracted you to the Gas Industry??

I did not really choose the oil and gas industry as much as it chose me..

Your girlfriend/boyfriend is in the same industry..

Cool technology, 
applying science 
and money!

You lost a bet..phew.. Health Care Benefits :P

Travel Abroad…

You thought it would be easy..☺☺☺☺
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How did 
it begin 

for you…

Someone/thin
g inspired 

you?

Your Initial 
reactions..

Faced 
Obstacles?

Are you 
liking it..

The journey so far……The journey so far……The journey so far……The journey so far……
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Your plans 
for future

What are you 
doing to get 

ahead…

How can we 
make a 

difference

You wish 
something 

more can be 
done??

The journey so far……& aheadThe journey so far……& aheadThe journey so far……& aheadThe journey so far……& ahead
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Thank you all …Thank you all …Thank you all …Thank you all …


